In Scotland, there are plenty of different types of media that can bring us closer to the country. For example, the song The First Big Weekend by Arab Strap transports us to a weekend in Scotland with typical expressions. There’s also Another Bed by The Twilight Sad which uses the Scottish accent even more than our previous example. You can get much closer to Scottish history and culture by learning to speak the language. If you’re interested in learning Scottish English, working with a native speaker is probably your best option. If you have a look on Superprof, you can find tutors all over the country who are ready to teach you English. Of course, you should make sure that they’re from Scotland before you start working with them to improve your accent. Guide to travel, doing business, and studying in Scotland - culture, greetings, gestures, etiquette, taboos, negotiations, gift-giving, and more. Christian (Anglican, Church of Scotland, Roman Catholic, Presbyterian, Methodist). Small minorities of Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism and others. Major ethnic groups: Predominantly white. Basics. Business. Students. Scotland in the modern era, from the end of the Jacobite risings and beginnings of industrialisation in the 18th century to the present day, has played a major part in the economic, military and political history of the United Kingdom, British Empire and Europe, while recurring issues over the status of Scotland, its status and identity have dominated political debate.